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"The Spirit you received does not make you
slaves, so that you live in fear again; rather,
the Spirit you received brought about your
adoption to sonship. And by him we cry,
“Abba, Father."

ROMANS 8:15
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It has been increasingly difficult to communicate with the
children's homes in Myanmar since the military took control
of the country shortly after the start of the year. A few of the
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homes were even searched by the military, putting the older
children at risk of being taken. Construction at Ms. Emerald's
Home has come to a complete halt, as there is no access to
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building materials. Several positive cases of COVID were
reported in Ms. Emerald's home as well. Our contacts
continue to persevere so the children might remain hopeful

Safe Haven Home has seen much blessing and trial

even in the face of these circumstances.

recently. Five of the older children were baptized over the

We pray that God will intervene in the country

summer and it was celebration! They also were able to

and put an end to the violence and oppression.

purchase a new van to help with their transportation needs.

The media has all but stopped reporting on the

Just a few weeks ago we learned that their landlord has

events unfolding in the country, so we ask that as

asked that they vacate their current home, it has been

you remember these children in your prayers, you

challenging searching for a new space to accommodate all

would also use your voice to share with others about

the children. Even harder though was the loss of three

what's happening in Myanmar.

young brothers whose extended family members removed
them from the home.

"EVERY WORD OF GOD PROVES TRUE; HE IS A
SHIELD TO THOSE WHO TAKE REFUGE IN HIM."
PROVERBS 30:5
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Want to receive more updates on children's
homes?

NEPAL

Contact children@visionbeyondborders.org

Esther's Home in Nepal was hit hard by COVID over the
summer. Pastor Amber Thapa, who oversaw the home,
tested positive for COVID and passed away soon after.
Several of the children then tested positive, but were all
asymptomatic and recovered quickly. We continue to grieve
with them over their devastating loss.
Asha Nepal Homes were in critical need of relief funding
due to COVID this summer. Thankfully, we were able to
send additional funding to help cover much of the costs on
very short notice. The funds were used to help with costs of
food, medical supplies, and educational materials for the
children.

Interested in sponsoring a home?
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On Orphan Sunday
we will be praying for
all 14 children's homes
we partner with here
at VBB. Join us by
praying for, sharing
about, or giving
towards a home this
year!

